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The Foothills Tribe has festered with evil in its midst for generations. War with the Timber 

people has taken a heavy toll. In a mountainside temple, the tribe chants for days. In desperation, 

they call upon the legend of their people to save them from extinction. 

 

A dying man from a dying planet returns to the roots of his Native American ancestors. Tana-

Waka is called by the Foothills Tribe over space and vast distances to a land where two powerful 

tribes must again become one people, or their wars will cause their own extinction. 

 

In the first book of the Tana-Waka Series, Tana-Waka is summoned from his withering planet 

Earth to another world to end an ongoing war and unify enemies who were long ago one people. 

 

Tana-Waka awakens in a world with two moons. He is only a man, but his link to the forest 

spirits is an old one. His power is in his ability to see the souls of people, and his strongest 

weapon is his knowledge from the fading memories of his former world, as well as his ability to 

dream. 

 

Legend says that he alone possesses blue eyes, power over animals, a mastery of warrior tactics, 

and an unmatched ability as a diplomat. Aided by the healer Mahanee and Tewani, the chief’s 

beautiful daughter, they try to forge a new path for the people before it is too late. 

 

About the Author 
 

R. A. Marion lives in Arizona. He retired from the Navy after 20 years and has traveled to 17 

different countries. His previous book was Lines You Do Not Cross. 

 

Tana-Waka: Book One of the Tana-Waka Series (ISBN: 978-1-62857-680-1) is now available 
for $23.50 and can be ordered through the publisher’s website: 
http://sbprabooks.com/RAMarion/ or at www.amazon.com or www.barnesandnoble.com. 
 
WHOLESALERS: This book is distributed by Ingram Books and other wholesale distributors. 
Contact your representative with the ISBN for purchase. Wholesale purchase for retailers, 
universities, libraries, and other organizations is also available through the publisher; please email 
bookorder@aeg-online-store.com. 
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